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						Deep-contouring, dual-base design plus customisable comfort zones.
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						The Ultimate Sleep Experience. Customisable comfort zones plus additional lumbar support adjustment.
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						DUX Axion has all the characteristics of a classic DUX bed and is also height adjustable. 
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						Legendary DUX comfort in a dual-base plus customisable comfort zones in an adjustable bed.
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								DUX 1001 is a bed made from durable, natural materials. With its double layer of unique interlinked…
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								DUX 3003 is our most outstanding single mattress bed. The high level of comfort stems from the…
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								DUX Axion is an adjustable bed with all the characteristics of a classic DUX bed. The DUX…
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								DUX Xclusive is our most advanced and exclusive continental bed. DUX Xclusive have DUX’s…
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